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Abstract- The transportation system plays an important role in the expansion of a country’s 

economic growth. The transport is a way of communication network that makes to import and 

export goods at different regions. The increase in economic growth depends on the import and 

export that is done globally. For these networks, the transport system is essential. The advanced 

transportation system also helps an individual to move from one place to other with lesser cost and 

time. Each and every facilities are available and increases rapidly in the urban areas. When 

compared to urban areas, the rural areas are much different and lesser developed in the 

transportation system. They are due to the lesser population growth and may also cause due to the 

migration of people from rural to urban areas. Thus the proposed system enhances to develop the 

rural transportation system using the artificial neural network. This uses the genetic algorithm to 

obtain the desired optimum output. 
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I. Introduction 

The increase in the rapid transportation system is caused due to the advance innovations and the 

emerging technology. The transportation helps in the mass production and to maintain the stability 

of the prices. It helps in the overall economic development [1]. The increase in transportation offers 

numerous opportunities with enhancing the social developments. It also helps in the industrial and 

agricultural growth of a country [2]. 

There are several means of transportation that include roadways, railways and airways. The 

development of the transportation system enhances the sophistication among the individuals [3]. 

The transportation management system helps to make use of the transport from every corners 

across the globe but due to uncertain conditions, they are unable to function effectively [4]. The 

roadways are the most common mode of transportation system. The kinds of transportation system 

includes traditional transportation and road transport [5]. It gives an improved communication 

health with economic benefits. Thus the modern transportation system such as automobiles, 

aircrafts, trucks, ship provide the mechanism to move at vast distance to enable global economy [6]. 

The rural transportation development helps to play a diverse role in the development of a country. 

The development in transportation system helps to bring out changes in diverse fields through 

knowledge sharing and enhancing variations. This rural development is made to improve 
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innovations in rural areas for developing the technology with lesser computational cost with higher 

efficiency.  

 

II.Proposed system 

The major objective of the system is to provide a smarter rural transportation system with 

technology enabled to overcome the geographical barriers. To obtain the innovative rural 

transportation system, it enhances the use of artificial intelligence which functions based on the 

human intelligence by developing problem solving techniques. This artificial neural network adopts 

the algorithm to find the finest solution with random numeral of input with hidden layers which 

produces the output with a lesser computational time. The genetic algorithm is used to develop the 

rural transportation system due to which the genetic algorithm can solve the complex problem and 

made it a simple desired value of outcome. Thus by using the artificial intelligence techniques the 

rural transportation system with higher accuracy and precision with lesser computational time. 

 

III.Methodology 

The artificial neural networks simply the neural network functions based on the neuron set. These 

computing set are stimulated by the natural biological neural networks that organise the function 

replica of the central nervous system [7]. It is composed of the assemblage of associated parts or 

nodes. The artificial neural networks are programmed to the machine so that is performs the exact 

functions of the human brain. It simulates the biological neurons to behave by adding together the 

values of the input it receives with the hidden layers [8]. The information criteria is processed in the 

hidden layer and the predefined input is processed which provides the desired output values. The 

several stages of the artificial neural network includes the image processing, speech recognition and 

machine translation [9]. The figure 1 represents the functioning of ANN. 

 

 
Fig 1: Representation of ANN 

 

The figure 2 represents the stages of the genetic algorithm which arises with the initial population 

with fitness function, cross-over, mutation and selection and obtaining the desired optimum output. 
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Fig 2: Stages in Genetic algorithm 

 

The stages of genetic algorithm includes initial population, fitness function, cross-over, mutation and 

selection to obtain the optimum solution. The initial information or the defined data are collected and 

stored in the database [10]. The stored information is preprocessed to neglect the noise. The noise is 

eliminated by using filters. The filters provide the exact output without any deviations in the output 

produced. After the initial population is analyzed, the fitness value is calculated. The optimization is 

guided by using the fitness function [11]. Cross over is a genetic operator used to programming from 

one generation to another. The development of the rural transportation system involves the 

regression analysis, travel forecasting models and econometric models [12]. The commuting flow 

prediction is done through the gravity model, radiation model and machine learning approaches. The 

relative change obtained through the genetic algorithm is shown in the given figure 3. 

 
Fig 3: Relative change with respect to time. 

 

The gravity model is used to obtain results for complex nonlinearities. The radiation model uses only 

population and distribution. The machine learning approaches are good at modelling complex 

linearity’s with reduction in the spatial correlations by using the data of original and the destination. 

The optimization tool is incorporated with the genetic algorithm [13]. The genetic algorithm first 

identifies the routes in the rural areas. This identification is done at the transport management 

system that incorporates with the artificial intelligence. The areas of the location are fixed with 
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sensors so that the bus drivers can identify the locations given by the sensors. The increase in the 

number of bus stop enhances the increase in technology for the rural transportation system. The 

sensors play a significant role in the detection of bus stop to enhance the transportation services [14]. 

This transportation system helps in connecting the people across various regions. The transportation 

system is controlled by the transport management database. The instruction are given to the bus 

system enables through the artificial intelligence. This senses the bus routes and the automatic on 

and off of the bus doors are implemented. The record of the routes are provided with the transport 

management database. 

The proposed model incorporates the artificial neural network that enables the use of the 

genetic algorithm that develops to obtain the optimum output. These are done by initialization 

through mutation and crossover of the individual through selection.  

This system incorporates by selecting the important routes in the rural areas by the 

availability of passengers at the particular period of time. This is done at the transport management 

with training and testing process [15]. This includes the development of newer routes by the artificial 

intelligence techniques. The proposed model is represented in the figure 4. 

 

 
Fig 4 : Proposed model 

The proposed model develops and stores the initial data for reference source. It collcts as 

much data sa possiblme and process it through the traing and testing of the data. Here the number 

of transport needed are depicted through the availability and necessary condition of the individuals 

are denotes and then can be predicted. 

 The data from the area are collected and tested and trained to obtain the optimum results 

with The scenario planning is the important state in the growth of the rural transportation system.  

 

The figure 5 represents the scenario planning. 
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Fig 5: Scenario planning 

 

The planning and execution of the system with the data changing with urban indicators are 

prepresented through the figure 6. 

 
 

Fig 6: Planning and execution 

 

IV.Real time implementation 

The development of transportation system in the rural environment are initiated into an urban 

setup to create a rural transportation system is developed by using the artficial neural network with 

genetic algorithm. The visual set up of the rural roadways into an urban setup is demonstrated in 

figure 6 as shown below. 

 
 

Fig 6 : Development of rural transportation system through roadways 

 

V.Conclusion 

The major purpose of the system enables to provide a better transportation network in the rural 

areas. This cab be done with advance technology enabled with artificial intelligence that works 

based on the human intelligence. The artificial neural network with genetic algorithm provides a 
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complete developed rural into an urban transportation system with advanced sophistications in the 

environment. Thus the genetic algorithm demonstrates a significant part in the development of the 

rural transportation management network. 
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